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Abstract: Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are widely used to manage business doc-
uments along a business processes and allow very detailed recording of event data of past process
executions and involved documents. This recorded event data is the basis for auditing and detecting
unusual flows. Process mining techniques can analyze event data of processes stored in linear event
logs to discover a process model that reveals unusual executions. Existing techniques assume a linear
event log that use a single case identifier to which all behavior can be related. However, in ERP sys-
tems processes such as Order to Cash operate on multiple interrelated business objects, each having
their own case identifier, their own behavior, and interact with each other. Forcing these into a single
case creates ambiguous dependencies caused by data convergence and divergence which obscures
unusual flows in the resulting process model. We present a new semi-automatic, end-to-end approach
for analyzing event data in a plain database of an ERP system for unusual executions. We identify an
artifact-centric process model describing the business objects, their life-cycles, and how the various
objects interact along their life-cycles. The technique was validated in two case studies and reliably
revealed unusual flows later confirmed by domain experts. The work summarized in this extended
abstract has been published in [Lu15].
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1 Introduction and Problem Description

Information systems (IS) not only store and process data in an organization but also record
event data about how and when information changed. This “historical event data” can be
used to analyze, for instance, whether information processing in the past conformed to the
prescribed processes or to compliance requirements. Process mining [Aa11] offers auto-
mated techniques for this task. In particular exploring visual models discovered from event
data allows to identify unusual flows and their circumstances; based on which concrete
measures for process improvement can be devised [Ec15]. Prerequisite to this analysis is
a process event log that holds events about information changes with the assumption that
each event belong to one specific execution of a specific process.

In general, information access is not tied to a particular process execution; rather the same
information can be accessed and changed from various processes and applications. For
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Documents Changes 

   Change id   Date changed   Reference id   Table name   Change type   Old Value   New Value  

1  17-5-2020  S1   SD   Price updated  100 80 

2  19-5-2020   S1   SD   Delivery block released   X   -  

3  19-5-2020   S1   SD   Billing block released   X   -  

4  10-6-2020   B1   BD   Invoice date updated   20-6-2020   21-6-2020 

Billing documents (BD) 

BD id   Date created     Document type    Clearing date 

B1   20-5-2020   Invoice    31-5-2020 

 B2   24-5-2020  Invoice    5-6-2020 

Delivery documents (DD) 

DD id   Date created    Reference SD id   Reference BD   Document type    Picking date 

D1   18-5-2020   S1   B1   Delivery    31-5-2020 

D2   22-5-2020   S1   B2   Delivery    5-6-2020  

D3   25-5-2020   S2   B2   Delivery    5-6-2020 

D4   12-6-2020   S3   null  Return Delivery    NULL 

Sales documents (SD) 

SD id   Date created    Reference id   Document type   Value   Last change  

S1   16-5-2020   null   Sales Order  100    10-6-2020 

S2   17-5-2020   null   Sales Order  200  31-5-2020 

S3   10-6-2020   S1  Return Order  10  NULL 
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Fig. 1: The tables of the simplified OTC example
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Fig. 2: Creation of documents of Fig. 1 along time (a), a classic process model based on a single case
identifier (b), and an artifact-centric model based on 5 case identifiers (c).

instance, in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems (such as SAP and Oracle En-
terprise), information is stored in business objects (or documents) which are linked via
one-to-many and many-to-many relations, typically in the relational database. The objects
themselves are encapsulated in services [AMZ00] which are invoked by high-level end-
to-end business processes; each invocation is called a transactions which is logged in the
data object itself.

Fig. 1 shows a simplified example of the transactional data of an Order to Cash (OTC)
process supported by SAP systems; Fig. 2(a) visualizes the events of Fig. 1 that are related
to document creation. There are two sales orders S1 and S2; creation of S1 is followed
by creation of a delivery document D1, an invoice B1, another delivery document D2, and
another invoice B2 which also contains billing information about S2. Creation of S2 is
also followed by creation of another delivery document D3. Further, there is a return order
S3 related to S1 with its own return delivery document D4. The many-to-many relations
between documents surface in the transactional data of Fig. 1: a sales document can be
related to multiple billing documents (S1 is related to B1 and B2) and a billing document
can be related to multiple sales document (B2 is related to S1 and S2). This behavior
already contains an unusual flow: delivery documents were created twice before the billing
document (main flow), but once the order was reversed (B2 before D3).

When applying classical process mining techniques, one first has to extract an event log
based on a single case identifier to which all event data can be related. Choosing SD id
in Fig. 1 leads to the two sequences of events shown in Fig. 2(a). Process discovery on
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this log yields the model of Fig. 2(b) which is wrong: two invoices are created before
their deliveries instead of one, and three invoices are created instead of two (known as
divergence and convergence, respectively) [Pi11].

2 Approach: Discovering Artifact-Centric Models

We propose to approach the problem under the “conceptual lens” of artifact-centric mod-
els [CH09]. An artifact is a data object over an information model; each artifact instance
exposes services that allow changing its informational contents; a life-cycle model gov-
erns when which service of the artifact can be invoked; the invocation of a service in one
artifact may trigger the invocation of another service in another artifact. Information mod-
els of different artifacts can be in one-to-many and many-to-many relations allowing to
describe behavior over complex data in terms of multiple objects interacting via service
invocations. Under this lens, each document of an ERP system can be seen as an arti-
fact; a transaction on a document is a service call on the artifact; behavioral dependencies
between transactions of documents can be seen as life-cycle behavior and dependencies
of service calls. Describing the transactional data of Fig. 1 with artifact-centric concepts
yields the model of Fig. 2(c); it visualizes the order in which objects are created and also
highlights the unusual flow of invoice B2 being created before delivery D2.
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Fig. 3: An overview on our approach.

The problem of discovering an artifact-centric
process model from relational ERP data de-
composes into two sub-problems. (1) Given a
relational data source, identify a set of artifacts,
extract for each artifact an event log, and dis-
cover a model of its life-cycle. (2) Given a set
of artifacts and their data source, identify inter-
actions between the artifacts, between their in-
stances, between their event types and between
their events. Figure 3 shows the overview of
our approach. (1.1) We use the data schema of
the data source to discover artifact types which
detail all timestamped columns related to a par-
ticular business object. (1.2) For each artifact
we then extract a classical event log [Aa11],
each case describes all events related to one
instance of the artifact. (1.3) Existing process
discovery algorithms allow discovering a life-
cycle model of the artifact. In parallel, (2.1)
we discover interactions between artifacts from
foreign key relations in the data source; (2.2)
during log extraction, each case of an artifact is
annotated with references to cases of other artifacts this case interacts with. (2.3) The case
references are refined into interactions between activities of different artifact life-cycles.
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3 Results

We implemented our approach based on [NvDF12] and conducted two case studies. By
separating data into artifacts along one-to-many relations, we eliminated divergence and
convergence, the interaction flows discovered from one-to-many relations were meaning-
ful to business users, and unusual flows were detected.
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Fig. 4: SAP OTC process, classical process model
obtained from single event log (top) and artifact-
centric model highlighting outliers (bottom)

Fig. 4 shows models obtained from 2
months data of an SAP Order-to-Cash pro-
cess (11 document header tables, 134,826
records of 5-49 attributes); the model at the
top was obtained with a classical approach
(only 29 of 77 edges are correct); the
model at the bottom was obtained using
our approach. In both case studies the dis-
covered process models were assessed as
accurate graphical representations of the
source data by domain experts; all edges
including outlier edges were assessed as
correct and traced back to the source data
together with domain experts. These in-
sights could be obtained exploratively and
much faster than with existing best practices.
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